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Abstract. The main components of a formal technique for specifying,
rening and proving properties of object-oriented programs are pre-
sented. The technique is based on a -notation whose semantics is given
using standard categorical constructs. An example of the formal devel-
opment of a small Java program is presented.
1 Introduction
The aim of this work is to provide a rigorous framework for step-wise object-
oriented software development which supports specication, renement, proof
and implementation. The framework takes the form of a categorical semantics
of object-oriented system behaviour and a design language based on -notation.
This paper gives an overview of the main components of the framework using
a simple system requirements and producing a Java program. It is not possible to
give a full analysis of the approach in a paper of this length, the reader is directed
to work by the author in the area of OO systems: [Cla96] [Cla94] [Cla97], [Cla98],
[Cla99a], [Cla99b] and [Cla99c] and related work: [Ken99], [Ken97], [Eva98],
[Eva99], [Bic97], [Lan98] and [Rui95] in formal methods for object-oriented de-
velopment. The reader is directed to [Bar90], [Ehr91], [Gog75], [Gog89], [Gog90],
[Pie96] and [Ryd88] for related work using category theory in systems develop-
ment.
2 Development Framework
An object state is <; ; > where  is the object's type,  is the object's identity
and  is a partial function mapping attribute names to values. A message is
<
s
; 
t
; > where 
s
is the identity of the source object, 
t
is the identity of the
target object and  is a data value. Object-oriented system computation occurs
in terms of state transitions resulting from message passing: : : :  ! 
1
(I;O)
 !

2
 ! : : : in which a set of object states 
1
receives a set of input messages I
producing a transition to states 
2
and output messages O. Since the behaviour
of a system design may be non-deterministic it can be represented as a graph
whose nodes are labelled with sets of object states and whose edges are labelled
with pairs of sets of messages. This leads to a category Obj whose objects are
graphs and whose arrows are graph homomorphisms.
System construction is described by standard categorical constructions in
Obj. Given two behaviours O
1
and O
2
in Obj the product O
1
 O
2
exhibits
both O
1
and O
2
behaviour subject to structural consistency constraints. The co-
product O
1
+O
2
exhibits either O
1
or O
2
behaviour. Equalizers, pull-backs and
push-outs can be used to express constraints such that two or more behaviours
are consistent. Computational category theory provides an algorithm for com-
puting the behaviour of a system of inter-related components using limits.
Any behaviour O can be viewed as a category in which the objects are be-
haviour states and arrows are sequences of message pairs. Category-hood fol-
lows from: every object  has an identity arrow []; and for every pair of arrows
f : 
1
! 
2
and g : 
2
! 
3
there is an arrow g  f : 
1
! 
3
which is con-
structed as f ++g; and the associativity of  follows from the associativity of + .
A renement R is expressed as adjoint functors R : O
1
! O
2
and U : O
2
! O
1
:
The diagram 1 states that performing a computa-
tion in the source object is the same as translating
the source state, performing the computation in
the target object and then translating the target
state. Given any 
1
the renement is sound if for
every f there exists a g and is complete if for every
g there is an f [Sab97].

1
?
U(
2
)
-
f
R(
1
)

2
6
-
g
(1)
Object-oriented designs are expressed using a -notation [Lan64] whose seman-
tics is given by Obj. A behaviour is denoted by a functions M and is sup-
plied with type, identity, attribute and message information: M()()(v)(I) =
[
i=1;n
f(P
i
; O
i
)g where P
i
are replacement behaviours and O
i
are corresponding
output messages. This approach is essentially the same as that of Actor Theory
[Agh86] [Agh91]. The basic model of message handling is asynchronous, how-
ever syntactic sugar can be used to express synchronous message passing. The
following example shows how a behaviour function (left) which synchronously
sends a message e
1
is translated to a behaviour function (right) which uses a
replacement wait:
letrec agent()()()(m) =
case m of
p
1
!
let p
2
 e
1
in e
2
end
letrec agent()()()(m) =
case m of
p
1
! (agent()()() + wait; e
1
)
whererec wait(m) =
case m of
p
2
! e
2
else (wait; ;)
end
end
3 Development of a Java Program
The requirements for a library system are dened. An initial object-oriented
design is constructed. A single renement step is performed and veried. A simple
system property is established. The design is analysed prior to translating it to
an implementation in Java (appendix A).
Software to control a library is required. The library has readers who may
borrow copies of books. At any given time each reader has a number of books on
loan. New readers may join the library at any time. The library has a number
of copies of books. Each book has a unique title. A copy is either on the shelf in
the library or is being borrowed by a reader. Libraries operate a shares reader-
ship policy whereby joining one library permits readers to borrow books at all
participating libraries.
A library system consists of a single object with a state (R;B) consisting of
readers R and books B. Each reader is a pair (n;C) where n is a name and C
is a set of borrowed copies. Each book is a pair (n; i) where n is a name and i is
the number of shelved copies. Initially we treat R and B as lookup tables. Let
T be a table with keys dom(T ), lookup is T  k, extension is T [k 7! v]. Adding
table values is dened as follows (removing is similarly dened):
T [k  v] 

T [k 7! T  k [ fvg] when isSet(T  k)
T [k 7! T  k + v] when isInt(T  k)
Initial system behaviour can be decomposed into the success and failure modes.
The design operator + allows us to dene these modes separately and then
combine them. Success mode is dened as follows:
letrec libOk()()(R;B)(m) =
case m of
addReader(n)! (libOk()()(R[n 7! ;]; B); ;) when n 62 dom(R)
addBook(n)! (libOk()()(R;B[n 7! 0]); ;) when n 62 dom(B)
addCopy(n)! (libOk()()(R;B[n 1]); ;) when n 2 dom(B)
borrow(n
1
; n
2
)! (libOk()()(R[n
1
 n
2
]; B[n
2
	 1]); ;)
when n
1
2 dom(R)
&
n
2
2 dom(B)
return(n
1
; n
2
)! libOk()()(R[n
1
	 n
2
]; B[n
2
 1]); ;)
when n
1
2 dom(R)
&
n
2
2 dom(B)
else (libOk()()(R;B); ;)
end
Given a state (R;B) in the source behaviour, a renement acts as identity on
R and transforms B = fn
1
7! i
1
; : : : ; n
k
7! i
k
g into a set of object identiers
f
1
; : : : ; 
k
g and introduces new objects 
1
7! (n
1
; i
1
); : : : ; 
k
7! (n
k
; i
k
) to the
system state. A book behaviour is as follows:
letrec book()()(n; i)(m) =
case m of
<
0
; ; getName>! (book()()(n; i); f<; 
0
; n>g)
borrow! (book()()(n; i  1); ;) when i > 0
addCopy! (book()()(n; i+ 1); ;)
else (book()()(n; i); ;)
end
The successful library behaviour is modied to take account of book objects.
The initial design uses set membership to test for the existence of a book. This
must now be implemented as a private method of the library:
<
0
; ; ndBook(;; n)>! (libOk()()(R;B); f<; 
0
; noBook>g)
<
0
; ; ndBook(fog [ S; n
1
)>!
let n
2
 <; o; getName>
in if n
1
= n
2
then (libOk()()(R;B); f<; 
0
; book(o)>g)
else (libOk()()(R;B); f<
0
; ; ndBook(S; n
1
)>g)
When a library receives an addBook message with a name n which does not
already exist then a new book object is created. We assume that 
00
is a new
object identier and that  is the type tag for books:
addBook(n)!
let noBook <; ; ndBook(n)>
in (libOk()()(R;B [ f
00
g) book()(
00
)(n; ;); ;)
To verify the renement step the following source state is used: f 7! (R;B)g
where R is a set of readers and B is the set fn
1
7! i
1
; : : : ; n
k
7! i
k
g. The
corresponding target state is f 7! (R; T )g [ O where T is the set of object
identiers f
1
; : : : ; 
k
g and O is the state f
1
7! (n
1
; i
1
); : : : ; 
k
7! (n
k
; i
k
)g.
The renement of addBook is sound and complete when the following diagram
commutes (see diagram 1):
f 7! (R;B)g
?
f 7! (R;B[n 7! 0])g
-
addBook(n)
f 7! (R; T )g [O
f 7! (R; T [ 
00
)g[
O[
00
7! (n; 0)]
6
-
caddBook(n)
(2)
A proof of 2 is by induction on the size of the set B and the length of the
computation c. Further renement identies a class of behaviours for reader and
adds a private method ndReader to the library.
The design language is given a formal semantics in terms of standard con-
structions in Obj. A design language proof theory provides a framework for
establishing program properties. The proof theory views a behaviour function
as a mapping from input messages and states to output messages and states.
Proofs typically are by induction on the length of a messages stream. Since re-
nement is formally dened, it is possible to show that properties are preserved
by renement transformations.
Consider the following theorem. For any library (R;B), if b is a book bor-
rowed by a reader then b 2 dom(B). The proof is by induction in the length of
the input message stream. The theorem holds for library (;; ;) and the empty
stream. Assume by induction that the theorem holds for library (R;B) and
messages ms. Now show by case analysis on m that the theorem holds for all
messages ms++[m]. We conclude that the theorem holds.
Consider the behaviours book and reader. Both
provide a state component n which is used to in-
dex into collections of behavioural instances using
the message getName. This indicates that there is
a common behaviour named and projection mor-
phisms. In an implementation named will occur as
a super-class of both book and reader.
named
book
?
?
?
reader
@
@
@I
Consider a behaviour functor F
1
which acts on system states by projecting all
book objects to equivalent named objects by forgetting the copy count. F
1
acts
as identity on all arrows except that ndBook(O; n) is replaced by nd(O; n),
book(b) is replaced by found(b) and noBook is replaced by notFound.
In order for F
1
to be valid, it must be
sound and complete with respect to in-
dexing into collections of books. There-
fore, for any system state , the diagram
on the right must commute. Similarly, a
behaviour functor F
2
is dened to project
states and calculations involving indexing
readers. This leads us to replace the be-
haviours for ndBook and ndReader with
a single behaviour nd.

?

?
-
[ndBook(O; n)] ++c
F
1
() F
1
()
-
[nd(O; n)] ++F
1
(c)
The shared readership policy is expressed as a
pull-back S on a diagram showing two (or more)
libraries which project onto a behaviour cell con-
taining their readers. The pull-back ensures that
both libraries have the same readers. There are a
number of implementation choices for the shared
readership policy whose behaviour is dened by S.
If the programming language supports shared data
between class instances (such as static in Java)
then the R component of a library class may be
shared.
S
@
@
@R
?
?
?	
lib
1
@
@
@R

1
lib
2
?
?
?	

2
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A Library Implementation in Java
Each independent behaviour is dened as a Java class. The state components
of the behaviour are dened as elds and the message handlers are dened as
methods. Any common behaviour is dened using inheritance. The main fea-
tures are: the class Named denes the common behaviour for readers and books;
attribute readers in Library is declared static so that libraries implement the
shared readership policy; class Library denes a method find that is used to
index both readers and books.
class Named {
private String name;
public Named(String name) { this.name = name; }
public String getName() { return name; }
}
class Book extends Named {
private int copies = 0;
public Book(String name) { super(name); }
public void borrow()
{
if(copies > 0)
copies = copies - 1;
else throw new Error("no copies left");
}
public void addCopy() { copies = copies + 1; }
}
class Reader extends Named {
private Vector copies = new Vector();
public Reader(String name,Vector copies)
{
super(name);
this.copies = copies;
}
public void borrow(String name) { copies.addElement(name); }
public void ret(String name) { copies.removeElement(name); }
}
class Library {
private static Vector readers = new Vector();
private Vector books = new Vector();
public void addReader(String name) { readers.addElement(new Reader(name,new Vector())); }
public void addBook(String name) { books.addElement(new Book(name)); }
public void addCopy(String bookName)
{
Book book = (Book)find(bookName,books);
if(book != null)
book.addCopy();
else throw new Error("cannot find book");
}
private Named find(String name,Vector table)
{
Named named = null;
for(int i = 0; (named == null) && (i < table.size()); i++) {
Named n = (Named)table.elementAt(i);
if(n.getName().equals(name))
named = n;
}
return named;
}
public void borrow(String readerName,String bookName)
{
Reader reader = (Reader)find(readerName,readers);
Book book = (Book)find(bookName,books);
if((reader != null) & (book != null)) {
reader.borrow(bookName);
book.borrow();
} else throw new Error("illegal name in borrow");
}
public void ret(String readerName,String bookName)
{
Reader reader = (Reader)find(readerName,readers);
Book book = (Book)find(bookName,books);
if((reader != null) & (book != null)) {
reader.ret(bookName);
book.addCopy();
} else throw new Error("illegal name in ret");
}
}
